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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to propose an appropriate design solution for madrasa as a center of communal values development. This paper is vital as there are many arising issues relating to madrasa development in the present context that requires much needed attention from various parties. This is because the madrasa's utilitarian function and existence as a community center began to change once transformation occurred to civil society. This factor happened due to modernization and Western influence in the context of Islamic propagation. Past literature on madrasa development focused more on limited areas of study such as the documentation of historical ownership, management and maintenance, learning curriculum, discussion on the role of women in madrasa education, and the construction process of the madrasas. To date, none discusses on the strategies how to design the madrasa to function as a community center. This research analyses historic prominent madrasa Rustem Pasha (1547-1550) designed by the great architect Sinan during the expansion period of Ottoman empire (1453-1566) based on literature review using semiotic approach to establish the appropriate design attributes that interrelated with communal values. Findings indicate that five communal values involving transparency, propriety, modesty, gratitude and obligation are embedded in this historic madrasa built form and spatial arrangement for centuries as a form of ‘sign’ to convey message to the user. This established reference design approaches from this research is of benefit for designers, builders, developers and relevant authorities to build a communal type madrasa in the future.
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Abstrak

Tujuan makalah ini adalah untuk mencadangkan penyelesaian reka bentuk yang bersesuaian untuk madrasah sebagai pusat pembangunan komuniti. Makalah ini penting kerana terdapat banyak isu yang timbul berkaitan dengan perkembangan madrasah dalam konteks sekarang yang memerlukan perhatian dari pelbagai pihak. Ini kerana fungsi dan kewujudan madrasah sebagai pusat komuniti mulai berubah setelah transformasi berlaku kepada masyarakat madani. Faktor ini berlaku disebabkan oleh pemodenan dan pengaruh Barat dalam konteks penyebaran Islam. Kajian ilmiah lampau pada madrasah had functioned as a centre of communal development in the past, it is currently becoming disengaged from communal life. Hence, its function in the modern times is only focused as a centre for Islamic education (Syed 2005; Shaikh 1997). Other than that, it is built in isolation from the surrounding community with a lavish architectural style and grand scale appearance (Rasdi, M.T 2008; Ismail A.S 2014). Hence, the objective of this research is to analyse how the madrasa architecture is able to function as a communal center, via

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Madrasa is defined as a place for teaching, including all forms of learning related to the propagation of the Islamic religion. This encompasses the teaching of religious and general knowledge as well as the Quran and Hadith to society (Alamsyah, 2011). Madrasa plays an important role as the centre for Islamic education and shaping of communal values where it become the source of knowledge to the surrounding community since the golden age of Islam to the current context. This is because the madrasa act as a symbol to cultivate values of fraternity and solidarity of the Islamic umma, that forges the Islamic spirit (Ismail, A.S 2014; Rasdi, M.T 2008). Nevertheless, the madrasa's utilitarian function and existence as a community centre began to change once transformation occurred to civil society. This factor occurred due to modernisation and Western influence in the context of the education and propagation of Islam. Although the madrasa had functioned as a centre of communal development in the past, it is currently becoming disengaged from communal life. Hence, its function in the modern times is only focused as a centre for Islamic education (Syed 2005; Shaikh 1997). Other than that, it is built in isolation from the surrounding community with a lavish architectural style and grand scale appearance (Rasdi, M.T 2008; Ismail A.S 2014). Hence, the objective of this research is to analyse how the madrasa architecture is able to function as a communal center, via
architectural style and elements appearance. The result of findings from this research can be applied to madrasa design in the future to give the best quality of life for its users. For this purpose, the paper will focus on the category of historic and prominent traditional madrasa that has significant value to Islamic communal development for centuries build during the expansion of Ottoman empire under the tutelage of Sultan Suleiman I (1494-1566) by the great architect, Sinan. This is important as the example of this particular madrasa was inspired by Rustem Pasha whom was the patron of the madrasa who served as the grand vizier of Sultan Suleiman I. This madrasa known as Rustem Pasha madrasa is reviewed to be successful in accentuating community values from the point of architectural design appearance including the use of teaching and learning methods that are practised in this respective madrasa. Before expounding on the data findings from the selected case study, the following section will explain the meaning of an Islamic community, the importance of community values and the relation between Islamic community values and madrasa architecture, and followed by explanation about the madrasa as a symbol of Islamic community values via architectural elements appearance.

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

The Definition Of Islamic Community Values

According to Schwartz (2012) values are defined as needs, beliefs and goals. Values are divided into two categories. The first category is terminal values (objectives and long term goals). The second category is instrumental values (behavioural style, social life) that is also known as moral values (Schwartz 2012; Lyons, Duxbury & Higgins 2007). Both of these values exist in the collective organisation of human lives encompassing trivial scope such as the family to the greater context such as a society in a particular area (Schwartz 2012; Lyons, Duxbury & Higgins 2007). From the Islamic perspective, values also play an important role in creating a more complete life. In Islam, these values are divided into spiritual values and ubudiyah (community) values. Nevertheless, ubudiyah (community) values is the main aspect because it will create a group of people with the same understanding and consensus to achieve a goal through a network of activities and societies that consists of organizations, federations, foundations, educational institutions and mosque congregations (Rasdi, M.T 2008; Ismail A.S 2014).

Community (ubudiyah) values are formed due to two main factors. Firstly, community values are formed when the community exists in a particular area and shares the same amenities. Secondly, community (ubudiyah) values are formed when a group of communities own and share the same understanding and views. For example, religious beliefs, gender orientation, work and culture (Haider 1996). Despite that, according to the Prophet Muhammad PBUH, to create an Islamic society that possesses good community values, it must be based on the ta'awun (mutual assistance), tanashur (mutual support) and tawakul (mutual love) concept (Haider 1996). This is important as it will help create Islamic community values such as being open, decent, moderate, respectful, responsible, neighbourly, gentle, tolerant, unity, sense of ownership, brotherhood and equality (Hafiz 2005; Hodge 2002). There are five community core elements which are locus, sharing, joint action, social ties, and diversity. Locus encompasses the idea that society as something that is situational and explanatory, having a sense of place, places of events or boundaries. Sharing means having the same interest with reference to contributing towards a sense of community. Joint action is depicted as a source of community unity and identity to energise the community. Social ties are the interpersonal ties that forms a society's base. Diversity can be defined as a discussion of social problems to solve an inequality (Christopher 2007). Therefore, it can be seen that community (ubudiyah) values are very important in the formation of an Islamic society.

The Importance of Islamic Community Values

Civil life needs to be balanced with the need for good community (ubudiyah) values. Hence, it can be summarised that there are five important values that are interrelated with the formation of Islamic community. The five ubudiyah (community) values are transparency, propriety, tawadhu’ (humbleness), gratitude and obligation. These five values are closely tied to the built environment (Rasdi 2012). Community (ubudiyah) values can be translated through the built environment including architecture. This is because architecture is a living proof of social life that is capable of conveying meaning including the expression of religious belief and values that is practised by society through its physical and elemental aspects (Ardalan 1980; Halstead 2007; Ball & Haque, 2003). In other words, architecture can be understood due to its unique aspect as it can create a structured relationship between the built form itself and the surrounding context, either at the time it was built or earlier (Ardalan 1980; Halstead, 2007; Ball & Haque, 2003). To understand this, the next section will explain how architecture can be read and understood as a meaningful object which carries values and convey meaning to society.

Architectural Elements as a ‘sign’ of Communal Values

Scholars states that architecture can be read and understood as a form of sign and symbol based on structured methods known as semiotics. (Eco 1980; Erzen 2011; Ismail, A.S 2014;). The semiotic structured approach is commonly used in describing architecture as a meaningful object because architecture possesses the fundamental elemental basis that can convey meaning similar as oral or written text (Ismail, A.S 2014). In other words, architecture is viewed as a form of symbol or sign that has its own meaning in which it contains grammar and syntax to convey meaning to society (Chandler 2007). The use of symbols and signs represented by architecture is important towards the formation of the communal built environment, as architecture able to portray societal identity, behaviour pattern, feelings, thoughts, actions and beliefs system (Morton 2006). ‘Signs’ however, can only work when there exists a two-way communication system between the user within the concept of ‘signifier’ and ‘signified’ (Ismail, A.S 2014). This two-way communication is important to trigger meaning or give purpose to the use of signs. In this regard, sign is represented by architecture (Gottdiener 2014; Morton 2006). Since architecture can be understood as a form of analogue syntax and grammar, it can also be viewed as a code that can communicate and convey the builder's or patron's message as well as social and cultural expression to the user (Ismail, A.S 2014; Morton 2006). This code is represented by the physical manifestation of architecture's built form and spatial arrangement including detailing like aesthetical elements that can be read and translated by the user to implicitly give meaning to the user. As according to Fiske (2010), the dynamic quality of a built form like form and spatial aspects enables the translation of meaning into a non-verbal code form that allows communication between users to happen
directly and indirectly. In this sense, the communal values can be represented through architectural built form and its design elements. Based on this understanding, both architectural elements encompassing built form and spatial arrangement will be described sequentially in the following section before elucidating on the used method to analyse the selected madrasa as case study. This explanation is important in justifying and strengthen the topic of discussion to describe how communal values like transparency, propriety, modesty, gratitude and obligation are embedded in building design and architectural elements.

The Interrelationship Between Communal Values (Transparency, Propriety, Modesty, Gratitude And Obligation) And Architectural Elements

Transparency implies to openness, communication, and accountability (Mol 2015). As a communal value, transparency is greatly needed to be embraced by society to counter unlawful acts as it embodies honesty and open communication which encourages an individual, or an organization to be upfront and visible. According to Faris A.M & Ahmad S.H. (2013), transparency is not just implying to the relationship between man and man, as well as human beings with its creator but also affiliation with other living creatures. There are five core values of transparency (Mol 2015). First is to produce societal organization that understands on own rights and individual obligations. Second is to preserve the needs of living together in a community, Third, respect and protect the rights of others, Fourth, live in unity and fifth able to work and accept others openly and acknowledged other beliefs and stature (Mol 2015). In other disciplines, such as in the context of management organizations, engineering, and technology, transparency is commonly understood as used. Transparency, is also used in other social contexts, and is operating in such a way that it is easy for others to see what actions are performed. However, in the study of architecture, the value of transparency may be clearly described through built form (Dovey 2014). This is because built form is more than utilitarian since architecture is the evidence of social life. Architecture is capable of conveying social and intellectual meaning including expressing the religious belief and political practice of society through its physical and visual form (Dovey 2014). Fiske (2010) adds that architecture may also be understood from another aspect, which involves the structured relationship that exists between the building with its immediate and wider surrounding environment. This is possible as architecture’s aesthetic manifestation satisfies and motivates the human emotion as well as conveying values that may shaped society and its surrounding environment. Architecture’s physical appearance and visual impression not only help engage the user to its content, similar to the reaction of a picture-object that engages our disposition to the world, but also allows the user to use physical senses to recognize the architectural function as a symbol or ‘sign’ (Habaken 2000; Fiske 2010).

According to scholars, if the architectural design portrays visual interrelationship between the exterior and interior with barrier free movement without any significant building boundary lines, hence the value transparency in built form is well represented (Alruf 2011). This is because the conceptual sense of welcoming is visibly seen not only in three dimensional form involving façade design but also in two dimensional form including the floor plan layout. According to Alruf (2011), to demonstrate the value of transparency, built form needs to be constructed with many openings that are clear and straight into the interior without any obstacles. Alruf (2011) and Grabar (1980) also noted that the facade is a major element in attracting users because the facade articulation reflects the function or image of the building hence provide attraction into the interior spaces. Indirectly, this facade works as a non-verbal communication that illustrates inner activity of user which may invite people into the building. This is notably important for an educational institution such as a madrasa that serves as a hub to spread religious knowledge for the community. This transparent value in nature is necessary to attract the community to be more comfortable and promote the learning of Islam in an open manner as a universal religion to be accepted by all (Azhar 2010). The scale of space and access are also important to portray the value of transparency (Grabar 1980). Built form need to have easy accessibility and possess diversity of entrances functioned for the user and the surrounding communities to enter the building. This openness or transparent concept is important, as according to scholar, communal building needs easy access at all times to avoid unfriendliness feeling and inhospitality atmosphere (Rabbit 2010). Multiple and series of large open spaces within the building compound are also essential to reflect the value of transparency in design built form (Rabbit 2010). In this sense, the inclusive or semi -private indicate spaces also can be transparent if there are suitable communal facilities provided within the area to promote frequent usage. This is important to be implemented in public buildings such as educational institutions to ensure effectiveness and optimal usage from the community (Rabbit 2010).

Propriety is defined as social or human rules that generates from moral conscience. According to Abd al-Hamid (1996) and Gilsenan (2000), propriety is highly acknowledge in Islam because civilized, virtuous and noble behavior towards others is the most important factor in achieving success and individual progress. Propriety cannot be separated by the ethical term which comes from the teachings of good deeds, traits and behavior making. The better the ethics of a person, the better the quality of his humanity. The value of propriety not only limited to societal organizational behavior but do clearly reflected in the design of built form which interrelated with the concept of functionalism that can be traced back to the evolution of architectural history since the classic architecture during the Vitruvian triad till the modernity period. As in the words of Pugin (1841.5; ‘there should be no features about a building which are not necessary for convenience, construction, or propriety’. From this understanding, the value of propriety in architecture could be applied to the form, detail and materials of building design. Each part of a building should conveniently serve its function. In this sense the architectural elements should be built according to significant order and functional in characteristic regardless any building typology. To add, scholars also noted that the location and position of the building are vital as it may attract visitor to and fro the building without any barrier or obstruction to produce functional building design (Wates 1987; Frank 2007). This is because the location and placement of buildings in a community context can affect the conduct and actions of a society (Wates 1987; Frank 2007). According to Krier (2009), the location and placement of buildings should also be strategically located at the pedestrian pathway or within the resident vicinity. This will indirectly create a neighborhood-friendly area (Krier 2009). Krier (2009) added that during the building placement, two main principles involving the selection of site and balanced distribution between the population and public facilities provided should be emphasized. Suitable building location is important to facilitate the community as an urban landmark and symbol of social identity (Krier, 2009). From the aspect of space formation, propriety values are also visible when the spatial arrangement are laid in hierarchical order with inclusive approach in character. This is important to acknowledge the co-existence of various space as an integrated entity which can be utilised by all to create an acceptable atmosphere (Schmich 2008; Lefevre 1991). Schmid (2008) also outlines, spaces that reflect propriety values also avoid wastefulness and should be fully efficient in terms of usage regularity.
Modesty implies to the quality of being relatively moderate, not excessive and keeping with proper limits (Rozak 2017). In Islam, the term modesty is widely practiced and synonymous with the value of humility or tawadhu’. Meaning that one should consider oneself to be inferior. According to Rozak (2017), tawadhu’ is humble, calm, simple and avoiding arrogant acts, or sum'ah want to know other charitable deeds. The nature of tawadhu’ creates sense of equality, respect for others, tolerance, sense of belonging, and no exaggeration and love for justice (Rozak 2017). The benefits of tawadhu’ are to create moderate attitude, to create self-esteem, controlling empowering emotions and construct friendly relations among society. There are three contributions in life based on the values of modesty or being moderate. First will cultivate morally balance individuals with honor, nobility and dignity. Second, create a more peaceful communal life and third, nurturing a harmonious environment for the umma’. Nonetheless, the perspective of modesty or being moderate not only centers to the study of human behavior relying on the relationship between individual and groups but the debate for moderate moralism can be seen in a larger scope involving the study of aesthetics and art including architecture as they obviously connected to ethics (Caroll 2017). In the study done by Caroll (2017: 73) she highlighted that ‘the argument for moderate moralism begins by noting that artworks have functions or purposes including promoting aesthetic experiences, but not only that. Furthermore, it is the task of the artist to articulate or embody or implement those purposes in a manner or form that facilitates those purposes or that is adequate to or suitable or appropriate to those purposes’. In this sense, she upholds that moderate values is interrelated with functionality as defined by Vitruvius as having the properties of utilitas (function or use) (Vitruvius 2003). Based on this, architecture may demonstrate the value of modesty and moderateness that corresponds respectively to utilitarian aspects (Bianco 2018). According to Rasdi (2012), in architecture, the value of modesty (tawadhu’) is built on a scale that is proportional and does not dominate the creation of God. In other words, the scale and size of the building that emphasizes the value of tawadhu’ should be low and not beyond nature as a symbol of tawadhu’ to God. Building scale need to be harmonious and balanced with the local context and make humans as a scale of reference (Rasdi 2012). From the aspect of the spatial organization, the value of tawadhu’ is depicted in a space of various functions, proportionate spatial layout and complemented by the undifferentiated detailing that did not divide the spaces as separate unit but can be experienced as one entity. This is important because moderate and functional space will affect the movement and needs of the local community (Rasdi 2012).

The term gratitude can be defined as to give, evaluate, respect and tolerate fellow human beings, accept the difference between every human being, and not infringe on other human rights. In strengthening social institution and build solidarity among individuals, the value of gratitude need to be implied since early childhood. This is important as by promoting gratitude values will shape an individual who knows how to appreciate, respect and tolerate, acknowledge differences as well as accept the uniqueness of each individual openly in democratic manner. Nevertheless, in the etymology of gratitude, the principles of coexistence and tolerance are important as bases for building mutually acceptable relationships between highly diverse communities within a larger society. Without tolerance and harmony the lasting peace of societies cannot be maintained, and loyalty for each other cannot be established. In the field of architecture, the value of gratitude and tolerance is important to be highlighted. Throughout history, architecture have represented differing values and have given rise to varying perceptions. Nonetheless, the role of producing suitable built environment with gratitude and tolerance value is much needed so that the representation of the building (idea) and the building (form) can be democratically accepted by all (Genevieve 2016). As noted by Genevieve (2016: 37), ‘tolerance is what transpires architectural transformation from off site to on site in which exists interrelationship between the lines of a drawing, to end building product created on site’. This is supported by Kenneth Frampton which also emphasised on the origin of the word, “tectonic” in his ‘Studies in Tectonic Culture’ which accentuates to the activity that raises building construction to an art form (Frampton 1985). In the words of Genevieve (2016: 37), ‘there are two approaches of interest that architects take to the value of tolerance which is one the translation between drawing and building on site. The first approach to tolerance is to acknowledge the issues created by both materials and installation in designed details with the appearance of precision. The second approach to tolerance is to refuse to accept contractor or manufacturer standards and attempt to precisely control the installation and manufacture of the components of a building, either through early interfacing with a manufacturer, or by taking on the role of manufacturer or installer on a building project’. In this sense, the value of tolerance is seen critically addressed during the building design process, but however, according to Rasdi (2012), the value of tolerance or gratitude should also evidently appear in the built form design form and space itself. This can be seen when the design of the building is constructed with building materials and technology that meets the spirit of time and place (Maslucha 2001). In addition, building materials used also need to respond to local climate and cultural identity requirements and are compatible with the needs of the community which answers the utilitarian essentials (Rasdi, 2012). The created space also should portray the value of gratitude and tolerance by providing many accesses to enable the community to functionally utilize the space to meet collective communal needs (Maslucha 2001).

Obligation implies to a duty to act in a certain way. Though duties arise from various sources, all duties have a moral dimension and create expectations. In defining the term, scholars outlined that obligations arise from three sources: laws, promises and principles. This three sources nevertheless are governed by ethical standards of conduct fundamental to promote healthy social relations. Immanuel Kant and many ethicist, however holds belief that the value of obligation is uphold by strong moral principles that can be mandated by religious doctrine or derived through rational philosophical reasoning (Javadi 2007). In Islam, each and every human being has a moral obligation or responsibility to seek out and recognize al-strat al-mustaqim (the righteous path) or objective ethical precepts (Javadi 2007). In this sense, all human beings have an affirmative individual responsibility and obligation to seek the righteous path in all aspects of daily life addressing the relationship of the individual vis-a-vis with god (Habluminallah) and (Habluminannas) means the relationship between a human with other humans and other living creatures. Based on this understanding, values like obligation also implies to the creation of the built environment and much effect the existence of architecture itself (Javadi 2007). This is seen within the Western tradition, in which there is a close relation between morality and architecture that much debated on the issue of obligation among architects as the shaper of the built environment, since Classical antiquity till the modern context (Rasdi 2012). Western philosophers like David Watkin for instance, debated on morality values by describing his term based on aesthetical obligations. In other words, he maintains that the claim of architecture to morality undermines individual imagination as well as the aesthetic value of the work carried on by artistic tradition involving dualistic tendency which is from the physical (exterior, visible, corporeal) and the intentional (interior, emotive, psychological, motivational) sides of animate objects (Watkin 2001). Rappoport (1994; 2016) relate the value of obligations by designers on the existence of architectural elements by highlighting that the designated building should take into account the sense of local community within the realm of environment- human behavior relations (EHB). In other words, constructed buildings need to promote sense of belonging in terms of design, identity and style of construction that are balanced and harmonious with the conditions of the site.
and the environment. This include space making, arrangement and hierarchy to form social interaction and the reproduction of human behaviour within the created space. This can be achieved when there is an open interaction of the space provided maximally. In addition, multi-functional placement with a user-friendly layout will create a sense of responsibility among the public to greet and appreciate the space provided. In other words, accessible space will maximize the user's capacity and reflect the importance of space for social purposes (Rappoport 1994; 2016). This is important because circulation and space facilities are particularly attractive for educational buildings because society can interact openly between them without hindrance. Simple and clear circulation provides comfort and convenience to the public to use the space provided in the building (Rappoport 1994; 2016).

In summary, communal values can be translated and portrayed through architectural elements that include space making and built form during the design process till the end product. This is because, built form consists of code and syntax that is capable of delivering specific meaning to the user. As this study focuses on the influence of communal values in madrasa design, the next section will explain how madrasa as a center of education becomes a symbol of the formation of Islamic communal values in terms of space elements and built form. The analysis on the selected madrasa will be using semiotic as methodological approach. This research applies single case study as research strategy because single case study with embedded units enable the exploration of the selected case to be done thoroughly. This strategy also gives the researcher the ability to look at sub units that are located within a single case comprehensively (Yin, 2017). This is vital for the researcher to describe and understand the context of the scene in question so well that the phenomenon can be understandable to the reader and to produce theory in relationship to that context. This is important to determine how the madrasa built form symbolizes communal values. Indicators used to analyse the case study are building content and building expression involves – form (physical dimension – scale and façade) as well as spatial organization.

In brief, the madrasa designed particularly by architect Sinan is chosen as case study because during his long career Sinan had built hundreds of buildings for Muslims community including mosques, palaces, harems, chapels, tombs, schools, almshouses, caravan serais, granaries, fountains, aqueducts, hospitals and madrasa. Of this diverse group of works, apart from his mosques, the madrasa had been the most influential and proven successful as the locus of Muslim communal development (Rabb 2013). This is because, in his madrasa design, Sinan had exerted his inventive architectural experimentation in consideration with communal and user needs. Moreover, he had designed 7 prominent madrasas and from the 7 madrasas built by Sinan (Encyclopedia Brittanica 2007), the Rustem Pasha Madrasa is chosen due to three main criteria. These criteria are determined by the i) the background of the madrasa which is firstly constructed by the influential master architect himself – Sinan, during the glory period of Islamic civilization which is during the expansion of the Ottoman empire (1453-1566) ii) the building serves for single purpose and function only as madrasa iii) the madrasa is still restored and actively utilized till present context maintaining its function as an education centre)the madrasa has significant value in terms of its contribution towards the communal development and city growth. To elucidate the process of analysing the madrasa as symbol of community based on the communal values indicators the next section will explained firstly on the method used for the study.

3.0 METHODOLOGY

According to Fiske (1990) a building as a sign or symbol symbolising meaning exists when the perception of the patron or local community values influences its construction elements. To explain how the madrasa can be a symbol to the 5 communal values stated above through the appearance of architectural element, the semiotic method will be used. According to Berger A.A (2011), semiotic history begins with two prominent figures, Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) and Charles Sander Peirce (1839-1914). Both of them developed semiotic knowledge separately, but did not recognize each other. Saussure in Europe- more to language, while Peirce in the United States focuses on philosophy (Riyardi, 2003; Theo, 2005). The semiotic theory introduced by Charles Sanders Pierce differs from Ferdinand de Saussure. Pierce upheld the triadic principle in which there are 3 semiotic elemental elements - sign, object and interpretant. Peirce's semiotic theory then developed into semiology theory, in the field of architecture by Charles Jencks known as semiological theory, Giovanni K Koenig relate to 'sign as a vehicle' theory whereas Bonta highlights the theory of indicator and signal. For the benefit of this paper however, it is justified that their semiotic theory was unsuitable and did not coincide with the needs of the study although their semiotic approach was classified under the paradigmatic category of structuralism. This is because the thinkers above have an understanding of the semiotic theory which states that an interpretation of meaning depends largely on the interpretation of the interpretant. In other words, the meaning derived from a sign can vary according to the translator. In addition, the semiotic approach by Pierce, Jenks, Koenig and Bonta also require an understanding that emphasizes thought or action that has a habit with the object to be translated. In other words, to know what is contained on the sign, the translator's thinking requires an experience of the object understudied. Because this study emphasis on the consistent meaning of social values embodied in the architecture of the madrasa rather than based on user perception, the Saussure semiotic theory is more appropriate to the needs of this study based on 3 reasons as in the following i) Saussure's semiotic dyadic theory defines a sign as a system signifier (Sr) which is a reference to signified (Sd). Signified is also a mental concept to help understanding the mark better. This mental concept is one's intention to produce something and also a product to model a consistent and consistent cultural concept. Secondly, the mental concept by Saussure is important because the relationship between the signifier and the signified of a pattern matching where an understanding of the mark on the object X needs to mean Y in a structure that depends on the 'fix convention agreeable to a certain culture’ since Saussure emphasizes on the 'arbitrariness of sign'. Third, the method of understanding the meaning of the definition is more consistent using the method of coding orderly through paradigmatic and syntagmatic approach.

Hence, Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic theory is used to interpret the communal values that are embedded in the madrasa architecture (Fiske 1990). The focus of Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotics is based upon two-way communication which is the signifier and the signified. Signifier is a physical or meaningful matter (material aspect), that is of what is said and what is written or can be read. Signified is a mental representation, which are the thoughts or concept or material aspect value of language. These two represented elements portray the need for a two-sided external reality (Fiske 1990) The basic concept of Saussure’s semiotic theory is as follows. (refer Figure 1)
Thus, to realize this concept of sign by Saussure, the building patterns of the madrasa encompassing the physical aspect, act as signifier and the mental concept that influences the construction of the madrasa encompassing values, act as the signified. According to Fiske (1990), signified (mental) is a result to a cultural concept and in this context, is related to community values. As the individual background defining this sign can differ, hence a different understanding can be triggered. Therefore, Saussure mentions the signifier as physical, while the signified is a mental representation or concept from the signifier. The relationship between the physical aspect and mental concept will give rise to meaning. In other words, meaning relates to both to become reality that requires the need of one another (Hawkes 2003). This meaning however, can be defined and have varying different meanings depending on the individual interpretations and is not fixed. Nevertheless, due to the limitations in terms of signs definition in Saussure’s semiotic theory which only revolves in literal denotation aspects, socio semiotic theory by Barthes hence, is also needed as reference. This is because Barthes successfully developed Saussure's semiotic theory by linking cultural translation aspects within his semiotic system that emphasizes connotation and myth which largely relate to society's culture and values (explicit and implicit) in defining the meaning of a sign under study. Barthes' semiotic theoretical methods are more exact and appropriate for adoption in this research as it able to clarify how communal values influenced the madrasa's architecture in terms of a society's culture. However, Barthes only outlines the semiotic theory only to understand the occurrence of a sign (madrasa as a building), but does not explain the method to study and outline the (madrasa) as a sign. In order to understand how the madrasa can be understood as a sign with meaning and values, thus Gottdiener's semiotic theory is adopted to support Barthes' theory. (refer Figure 2)

Madrasa as a ‘sign’ of Communal Value

The framework triggered by Gottdiener (1995) was developed based on his understanding of Barthes' socio-semiotic theory that involves three aspects which is denotation, connotation and myths (refer Figure 3).

Based on this table, it can be explained that Gottdiener brings a socio-semiotic model to shape the thought influencing a structure; thought as a value system in a certain social group. Elaborating on the theory by Gottdiener, it assumes that the value system as a content and structures as an expression. It is further expanded into substance and form. Content represents an interpretation from the community's cultural values. Expression is also divided into substance and form and can be categorised as a morphologic unit or the existence of a structural object (Gottdiener, 1995). To elaborate and to understand the Gottdiener model, the study on the paradigmatic which represent the social community values that is translated into the madrasa design, and the study on the syntagmatic represents the expression that is the madrasa's design elements which consists of built form and spatial organization are analysed in the selected case study (Gottdiener, 1995). (refer Figure 4)
In short, the madrasa as a sign can be understood based on semiotic theory and based on the socio-semiotic theoretical framework model per the following Figure 5.

Using the above semiotic methodology, a comprehensive data finding on the madrasa as a symbol of community values was successfully obtained. The architecture of the madrasa will be explained in depth by uncovering how the relationship with communal values are contained and reflected in the architectural elements encompassing built form and spatial aspects.

4.0 FINDINGS

Case study of Rustem Pasha madrasa – Historical background

The selected madrasa is located at Cagaloglu neighbourhood in Istanbul, Turkey. The madrasa was funded by Rustem Pasha by the grand vizier of Sultan Suleiman I. The madrasa took almost four years to build dated from 1547 – 1550. It was designed by Sinan whom was the chief Ottoman architect and civil engineer for Sultan Suleiman I. After completion the madrasa undergo three phases of changes in ownership and usage. The first phase occurred at the turn of the 19th century during the fall of the Ottoman empire to secularist ideology lead by Kamal Ataturk in which the madrasa was abandoned in the year 1800 and handover to an orphanage institution. Currently, the building was restored as a place for Istanbul Foundation of Science and Culture to conduct scholar activities. Findings indicate that the madrasa is a centre of Islamic propagation and education and is able to become a symbol to symbolize the identity of the Islamic community that conveys the true Islamic community values.  Based on the study of Rustem Pasha madrasa, it is clear that Sinan designed the madrasa architecture with in consideration to communal values which distinguished it as a centre of Islamic education to date. The madrasa indicates that there are communal values portrayed and symbolized in its architectural elements. The five outlined communal
values- transparency, propriety, modesty (tawadhu’), gratitude and obligation are evidently showed in its design form and space. The madrasa is considered as a building exemplar that depicts the value of community in its architectural design which fits for the purpose as communal centre to propagate the Islamic education and teaching to the masses. Refer Table 1

**Table 1** Communal values and its influence on Rustem Pasha Madrasa design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communal values</th>
<th>Representation of communal values in madrasa architectural elements</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>The madrasa is an unattached single complex. The building is in the shape of an octagon inscribed within a square. From outside is rectangular but inside is octagonal to optimize the land use. Portrayed multiple accessibility to access the madrasa. At the macro context -- the madrasa is located at the central network of undulating passageways connecting the commercial sector on the northwestern side and the residential area on the southwestern side.</td>
<td>Portrayed layer of openings. Each door from the 22 inner classrooms cells lead to the riwaq facing a (large centralized octagonal open courtyard). Inner classroom cells had frontage openings with windows and doors facing the riwaq looking straight ahead to the octagonal courtyard. For intermediate class spaces there is also connectivity to the exterior context-- by using oculus’s, window slits, distinctive corner openings and outer circular windows on top of the dome to gain daylight through the circular stucco and slanted windows as well as cloister windows for optimum natural lighting. The openings are well designed to provide diffuse light into the interior avoiding glare using deep windows at body level and few sets of windows above eye level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propriety</td>
<td>Functional space design Well division of space from public to semi public and private areas into 4 major zones. All spaces are fully utilized -- in example the central courtyard is a universal space design concept that can house a wide variety of uses, ranging from private learning and teaching space. The big single-volume courtyard is the ultimate flexible space, which can be modelled or adapted to suit almost any user requirement and for environmental purposes. -allows natural lighting, ventilation into the classroom cells, as well as transition space from the main entry to the classes.</td>
<td>Functional built form usage of natural materials like brick walls and mortar, the dome are made of mud. The ornamentation and decorations are simple in floral and geometrical motifs, openings with simple form shape In between the classroom are the students room in much smaller size than the classroom with small yet deep openings facing the courtyard to have better thermal control in the room to help conserve energy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The madrasa uses rows of human proportioned scaled columns to support the arches. These columns are constructed according to the human height. The overall building scale is harmonious and balanced with the local context and make humans as a scale of reference.

The scale of overall building (skyline madrasa) relates with the existing urban environment. The scale of the (madrasa with adjacent building is not empowering but link and at same level height with the nearby buildings). The scale of the madrasa elements is in proportion with the overall scale of the madrasa. The measurement of elements such as openings, doors, windows, arches, columns and domes are in proportion with the whole building composition.

The terracotta tiles in the interior and ashlar cut stone slab at the exterior spaces are locally produced to look natural to the existing site condition.

Using natural local materials at the load bearing walls to support the dome structure. The wall uses limestone and bricks with mortar reinforce by iron rod. The mortar mixture is made of honey and ostrich egg white to prevent from spider webs.

Consider the scale of spaces provided with layers of dome span. 53 domes are arranged in four layer of dome system. The biggest dome is at the dershani (the biggest class area), the second at the museum the third at the classroom cells, the smallest dome above the riwaq.

Potray safety in design of building structural system from natural disaster – earthquake by adopting supporting elements to strengthen the building. Each structural member is interconnected to rectify the problem at levels of construction. Beginning from the foundation which uses (timber piling tied together with rubble stones topped with rubble walls and mortar load bearing walls that attached to the floor beams. The 24 marmara columns are located at the riwaq surrounding the courtyard. Each columns had iron pin that connected with rod tie iron beam to strengthen the column works to the load bearing walls. The structural features are strengthened using arches that connected to pendentives.

Due to the centralized open courtyard from all directions, indirectly a

Due to the centralized open courtyard from all directions, indirectly a

Due to the centralized open courtyard from all directions, indirectly a
5.0 DISCUSSION

From the above findings, it is proven that madrasa design capable in portraying community values through its architectural form and space to convey the Islamic values to society. Based on this the characteristic framework on madrasa design as a communal center is established. Refer Table 2.

Table 2 Architectural elements and characteristics that portray communal values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community values</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Architecture characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Appropriate location and building placement</td>
<td>The placement of the madrasa need to be surrounded by local residents to attract the public. To achieve this placement and setting within communal gridlines is important to promote and to spread the Islamic teachings to the public. Madrasa should be clearly visible in terms of its location and to be known by the Islamic and non-Islamic community. The closer the madrasa to the society, the stronger its influence, to be part of the societal life in which many communal engagement activities and interrelationship can occur within the madrasa ground. As a result unity and solidarity among ummah can be build and strengthened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propriety</td>
<td>Multi-functional space</td>
<td>Provide provision of multi-functional or universal space design concept to accommodate the interaction between madrasa user with the surrounding residents. Systematic space division need to be included where the lower levels are for the community while the upper levels are for private usage. Flexible space arrangements need to be introduced, in which spaces can be altered with the placement of sliding walls or changeable in size, scale and height. This will encourage the optimal usage of space to enhance more communal participation and engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tawadhu’ (modesty)</td>
<td>Moderate design appearance</td>
<td>Every design and space is built with a reason and specific function. No extraneous additions should be made without a specific purpose. Simple, practical, non-exclusive and moderate architecture much suited and attract the community to feel at ease and at home will produce a comfortable and relax environment. Moderate design approach that concerns and blend in with the existing surrounding resulting the built form to be acceptable by all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligation</td>
<td>Accessible and free movement</td>
<td>Free movement and circulation with easy access from multiple direction will eases the movement of users to enter and use the building. A centralized or branching concept is much needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude</td>
<td>Integrated architecture</td>
<td>The approach of integrated architecture involving construction materials, structure and style is vital to harmonize with the local communal culture and identity. This able to strengthen the role of madrasa as center of communal development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.0 CONCLUSION

From the above, it is clearly noted that in designing madrasa as a communal center, there are five main principles involving form and space making that contribute to the formation of five communal values (transparency, propriety, tawadhu, obligation and gratitude) in madrasa design- which are appropriate building placement, multi-functional space, moderate design appearance, accessible and free movement as well as integrated architecture. This is seen crucial as by considering the above architectural strategies, it may lead to future madrasa architecture design that functioned as a communal place rather than an exclusive institutional entity disintegrated from communal living.
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